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ANSWER is a new approach to the creative process of film and game production. ANSWER 
will produce a notation system for describing the creation of multimedia content, offering a 
bridge between digital media production and animation for game design. To achieve our 
objective, in addition to the development of DirectorNotation to symbolically describe 
creative intention, ANSWER will develop tools for automatic generation of animated pre-
visualizations for film and game pre-production from the notation itself and from metadata 
which is extracted from the Director's initial input. An interface will be created to allow the 
Director to work imaginatively with the notation as it is authored, and an iterative scheme is 
introduced to ensure that developments of ideas and the realities of the actual production are 
reflected in the final notation description. Professional users from the film production and 
games production industry are integral partners in the project, which will ensure that we work 
together towards a common goal and are not dominated by technological considerations 
before artistic needs. 

Summary of Activities 
The project activities are presented in the following subsections. The user interface is the 
main means by which the director interacts with the ANSWER notation editor. The Ontology 
of Film Production and the Game production sections are presenting the progress beyond the 
state of the art. 

User Interface 
While there are well-tested and established HCI conventions for many application genres, the 
novelty of this project meant that there were no directly equivalent tools whose user interfaces 
we could evaluate and improve upon. Therefore initial development of the ANSWER user 
interface has instead been guided by feedback gained from a limited functionality prototype, 
or ‘concept demonstrator’, that was created and shown to directors in the first year of the 
project. Its aim was to illustrate our first impression of how a director might progress from 
script, through outline shots and notation scores to rendered pre-visualisation using the 
ANSWER system, and form a backdrop for discussion and scenario development. Industry 
response, notably at IBC2008 where the concept demonstrator formed the centerpiece of IT 
Innovation’s stand, was enthusiastic, but also highlighted some of our early misconceptions: 
having the script on-screen was more important than we had first imagined, while directors 
were decidedly lukewarm on our suggested use of a Tablet PC as the client hardware 
platform.   



With the benefit of the knowledge gained from the concept demonstrator, this year we have 
created a fully-functioning user interface for ANSWER that allows a director to script 
individual shots using the core Director Notation set and see them rendered almost 
immediately on-screen as simple 3D pre-vis animations. We have implemented the user 
interface using Adobe Flex, an open source framework for web application development. A 
notable advantage of this system is that the user is only required to have a web browser 
running the Flex plugin to be able to access and use ANSWER – no other client-side 
components need be installed.  

 

Figure 1 The ANSWER User Interface 

The Notation Editor (Figure 1) comprises three key interaction panes, arranged from left-to-
right in the figure: a script pane into which a pre-authored screenplay is loaded, a shot 
definition pane in which the director will outline which shots or ‘setups’ he wishes to use to 
shoot the script, and the score definition pane in which notation scores for those individual 
shots will be authored. Our original intention was that the director would use the User 
Interface to author notation, but then view their pre-vis animations directly by running the 
Instant Reality visualisation software on their own client machine. However on reflection it 
was felt that in most cases the inconvenience of installing this additional software would 
outweigh the benefits of being able to manipulate the pre-vis directly. Therefore a pre-vis 
viewer component has been implemented in the Notation Editor so that rendered pre-vis 
animations can be viewed directly within the UI. The viewer component, seen on the far right 
of Figure 1, retrieves a Flash Video (FLV) movie generated on-the-fly on the ANSWER 
server as the final step in rendering a notation score. We have also provided the facility for 
the user to locally save any rendered pre-vis through the Notation Editor, so that they can 
archive it for reference or distribute it to others not using the ANSWER platform.  

Below we summarise the functionality of the Notation Editor as it currently stands: 

The Script Pane 

• Film script files in the ANSWER Movie Script Markup Language (an XML schema 

for film scripts, described in project deliverable D4.1) can be imported and displayed. 



• The script is formatted on-screen according to established industry conventions (e.g. 

correct capitalisation, line lengths). 

• Individual script ‘elements’ (e.g. an action, or a piece of dialogue) are identified. 

• Script elements can be commented by the user with free-text. 

• At the director’s discretion, script elements can be associated with ‘narrative beats’, 

drawn from the Context Ontology. 

Shot Definitions 

• Shots that the user wishes to score can be defined, by selecting the script element(s) 
that the shot should span and clicking the corresponding context menu. 

• Shots can subsequently be resized or moved so that they correspond to different script 
elements by dragging their endpoints in the shot definition visualisation.  

• Multiple overlapping shots can be defined, reflecting that a director may wish to 
capture a particular piece of script from different angles, or try different actor 
interpretations of the scene with the same camera setup. 

Notation Scores 

• Multiple camera and/or actor staves can be defined for a single shot. 

• A core set of Director Notation symbols is supported, allowing simple camera and 
actor movements to be described. 

• As symbols are added to the score or modified, this information is conveyed 
immediately to the Rule Engine. 

• Palettes, an example of which is shown as Figure 2, are provided to allow 
configuration of complex symbols. 

• Palettes and symbol slots are dynamically configured, through reference to the 
Layout Ontology. 

Visualisation 

• The user is able to different 3D character model to represent the various characters 
involved in their shot. 

• Each scored shot can be visualised by selecting the ‘render’ option from a drop-down 
menu in the Notation Editor. This triggers the backend processes, instructing the rule 
engine to output PML to Instant Reality, which in turn will render frame-by-frame the 
pre-vis animation.  

• Rendered pre-vis animations from Instant Reality are returned directly to the Notation 
Editor, where they can be viewed using a simple movie player pane with ‘VCR-type’ 
controls. 



• Visualisation is of a single selected camera setup for a single shot – we do not yet 
provide a rough-cut or ‘director’s cut’ function, but it is intended such functionality 
will be implemented in Year 3. 

 

Figure 2 Magnitude Palette, here allowing the user to associate a speed with an action 

Ontology of Film Production 
As the director assembles a notation score, a semantic model will be formed of his intentions 
for a particular scene or shot. The ontology, a hierarchical set of concepts and relationships, 
forms the framework in which that semantic model will be captured. The ontology is being 
developed collaboratively between IT Innovation, ICCS and STEFI using Protégé Server, a 
collaborative ontology development tool that allows remote partners to work simultaneously 
on the same ontology.  

We’re working towards a draft release of the core ontology in December 2009, with an initial 
emphasis on concepts that support ICCS’s existing notation library. Currently the ontology 
contains around 400 concepts, from physical equipment such as lighting rigs to descriptions 



of shot angles and conveyed moods. These have been derived from consultation with 
directors and by harvesting concepts from film textbooks and published scripts. Mindful that 
standalone ontologies often have very limited application beyond the use for which they were 
initially conceived, wherever appropriate we’re drawing concepts from existing ontologies 
such as the MPEG-7 Ontology. 

Context Ontology  

In the first year of the project, alongside the core Director Notation Ontology, a Context 
Ontology was constructed that captures broader aspects of film production, beyond those 
which it is appropriate or practical to specify directly using Director Notation. It includes 
concepts such as production location, film genre, lighting and equipment details such as the 
ability to describe a particular camera lens type. Our intention this year has not been to greatly 
expand the Context Ontology, but rather to implement gradual refinements to its structure and 
scope as we develop our understanding both of the operation of the industry and the ways that 
the ontology can support the ANSWER system.  

It was in this spirit that, in mid-May, members of the ontology development team visited 
DFT’s base in Weiterstadt to learn more about the operation of Bones and film ingest 
processes. Parallels between the post-production workflow and the Games 3D character 
animation workflow were also explored. This work has now been formalised as two 
extensions to the Context Ontology – one modelling the Post-Production workflow, the other 
modelling the 3D character animation workflow. With the addition of these extensions, the 
Context Ontology now contains 519 classes, 127 object properties, 66 data properties and 89 
individuals.  

Internal discussions have also been held to consider how the Context Ontology can be 
harnessed to support ongoing knowledge capture when the ANSWER system is deployed, so 
that the system can keep up-to-date with directors’ changing requirements. Our initial 
thoughts on this were presented at ICIW 2009 in the paper “ANSWER: A Semantic Approach 
to Film Direction” (Chakravarthy et al.).  There is also strong interest in ANSWER from a 
high profile UK-based post-production workflow project in which IT Innovation is a partner, 
and the Context Ontology is seen as being of fundamental importance in forming a bridge 
between the two projects. 

Most recently, we have begun to explore how the Context Ontology can be used to overcome 
the challenge of fully presenting a large notated score without it becoming unreadable. A 
simple graphical zoom feature is already provided in the Notation Editor: by dragging a slider 
control the user is able to magnify or reduce the entire displayed score, thus exposing a 
smaller or greater portion of it. At negative magnification, the basic structure of the notation 
remains visible but fine visual detail is rapidly lost. At first glance, this might appear to be a 
reasonable compromise – subtler aspects of the notation are discarded but the ‘big picture’ 
remains. However due to the way notation symbols are structured, there isn’t a direct 
correlation between the relative size of an element of notation and its influence on the 
described shot. Take framing, for example: the mood of a shot would be changed hugely if 
the character were to fill the full frame rather than only one corner of it, yet the notation with 
which framing is described is necessarily intricate and precise, and occupies only a small area 
of screen real estate relative to its parent symbol. Our intended solution is to create an 
alternative staff representation, distinct from the Notation but complementary to it and based 



on the same vertical timeline principle, so that the user can switch seamlessly from one to the 
other as they zoom in and out. To do this, we intend to exploit the expressive capability of the 
Context Ontology. We will seek a means to identify blocks of notation in a staff that 
correspond to one or more of the higher level concepts represented in the Context Ontology, 
and then to visualise them simply so that they can be identified at a glance. This work is at an 
early stage of planning, but we anticipate implementation will begin Q1 in 2010. 

Acting notation 

The spatial lay-out for the Acting notation has been developed according to the same basic 
principles which govern the Camerawork notation lay-out. Acting notation is organized in 
several parallel columns. Like Camerawork notation the time factor is represented as an 
imaginable vertical timeline, starting at the bottom of the page and expanding upwards (i.e. 
the bottom of the page signifies the “zero” starting point). All columns are related to each 
other in terms of time according to that timeline. 

Following the model of the Camerawork notation, each individual acting element is 
represented by a symbol that is temporally delimited by a pair of relation symbols which 
define the time interval in which the acting element is in effect. The lower relation symbol 
denotes the starting instant and the upper relation symbol denotes the ending instant of the 
symbol’s temporal range. Depending on the specific column of the Acting notation in which 
the relation symbol is used, the relation symbol may have a different number of slots (or even 
none). Note that unlike in Camerawork notation, the relation symbols when used in Acting 
notation do not have an arrowhead at their left end (the arrowhead is used in Camerawork 
notation to represent the concept of camera target). 

Each column relates to a different aspect that has to do with the actor’s posture, position and 
movement, orientation or behavior within the scene. Specifically the following columns have 
been established in order to represent these aspects (see Figure 3 from left to right): 

• Posture 
• Body Action 
• Body Section Orientation  

o Head Orientation 
o Eyes Orientation 
o Bust Orientation 
o Torso Orientation 

• Body Part Gesture 

The set of these columns forms a staff which represents the total activity of a single actor. 
Figure 3 shows an example of an Acting notation staff. 

 



 

Figure 3 Acting notation staff example 

 

Game production 

The direct contribution from Larian to the ANSWER project is an alternative 3D visualization 
driver so that authored content (using Director Notation) can be played back in a game engine 
which has realistic rendering in a believable virtual world, such as the one from Larian’s own 
game: Divinity 2, Ego Draconis. 

For game production in general and story based games such as Role-Play games in particular, 
having the right toolset can greatly enhance the overall quality as well as accelerate your 
production. ANSWER addresses the need for prototyping tools in the case where the team’s 
cinematic director does not have access to a stable engine or assets. Instead of being tangled 
up in the production of content that fits, Director Notation helps him to formalize his ideas in 
digital form without caring about the details, thus allowing him to concentrate on the vision 
that he wants to bring to expression.  

The production of cinematic content is a vital and important chapter in the production of all of 
Larian’s 3D RPG games such as Divinity 2 and any further entries in the franchise. Larian 
brings this expertise into the ANSWER project in the form of 3D character models, 
animations and art, as well as a cinematic playback engine, conversion and authoring tools, 
research and know-how. 

 



Future activities 

Having achieved all goals for the first year of the projects development, and in most cases 
being already ahead of schedule, the ANSWER consortium in the second year of the project 
will focus effort in the following subjects: 

• Continue the iterative adaptation of the DirectorNotation  

• Continue the iterative development of the Ontology Fully implement the Notation 
Editor tool  

• Complete the implementation of the 3D Visualisation Tool  

• Complete the implementation of the Production Synchronisation Tool  

• Complete the implementation of Content-Based post-production  

• Complete the implementation of in-Game cinematic representation 

Important work area 
Pre-visualization of video-clips: 

The work on progress for this year activities in the pre-visualisation of video clips did mainly 
address visualisation, animation and optimisation of technical fundamentals for steering 
animation and display. In order to enhance the realism of characters in virtual worlds, 
innovative techniques and work on progress in the area of character animation, rendering and 
display did focus on developments of improved blending mechanisms (mixing different 
animations at once), development of a generic framework for managing the locomotion and 
similar motions in X3D and an extension of the basis scenegraph structure for animation 
control leading to a newly realised “BehaviourControl”. In order to define animation paths 
and enable animation change, the current PML 2.0 specification has been extended and issued 
as PML 2.1, which now also contains basic means for specifying goal directed motions. The 
realised PML processor and its interface is now able to dynamically load animation files 
according to occurring events. The realised PML definition scripts are thus evaluated at 
runtime, which is an important requirement from the Notation Editor and Rule Engine. 
Additionally, an advanced camera control based on the cinematographic camera specialised 
for handling requests like the notion of line of action or “Rule of thirds” has been realised and 
incorporated into the basis system (ref. Figure 4). This important concept in, which splits the 
screen into nine parts for handling object placement is shown in (Figure 5). This has been 
incorporated after an initial evaluation of different concepts existent within CGI 
environments. 



 

 

Figure 4 Four frames showing a walking character. Whereas above the cinematographic camera always faces 
the full model, in the lower images the camera retains a close‐up view throughout the whole motion. 

           

 

Figure 5 Left: parts marked  in gray within  the  framing symbol exemplarily depict a position where an actor 
shall appear –  for calculation the bounding boxes  (shown  in green as wireframe) are used. Middle:  full shot 
and  close‐up  shot of  a  character  in  the  top  left of  the  screen,  as defined by  the  framing  symbol  (left);  for 
calculating the camera positions, different bounding volumes, shown in red, are used. Down: sitting character 
in the middle of the screen 

In the area of rendering, innovative GPU-based real-time simulation techniques for droplet 
flows on 3D surfaces have been realised and incorporated into X3D (ref. Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6 An extreme close‐up for emphasising tears 



It consists of a physical simulation engine which allows for a real-time calculation of fluid 
flows under applied external forces and their interactions. It has been developed according to 
the requirements for emotional behaviour (such as tears) of characters reflecting on the need 
to simulate emotional states which are important for game based environments or alike. The 
complexity of the physical engine accounts for flow conditions, meandering motions, trailing 
and merging of drops (ref. Figure 6).Those developments have been incorporated into the 
basis system as an additional X3D node extending the standardised X3D Appearance node. 
Moreover, first prototypical developments into the direction of enhanced special effects had 
been conducted during the last period. Most of the effects work with every scene, except 
glow, which requires HDR rendering and depth-of-field.  

Techniques supporting emotional rendering have also been addressed during the second half 
of this year project period. Human emotions are very important to communication. 
Nevertheless, modelling human emotions for virtual characters, particularly facial 
expressions, is a field of study that already exists for many years, and can be achieved for 
instance by using morph targets. A more unattended field however is the change in colour of a 
face caused by an emotion. Also, other physiological symptoms like crying are left 
unconsidered. These symptoms of very strong emotions can be a crucial component, 
especially for movies with an emotional focus like a melodrama. Thus, additional efforts were 
spent on a framework for creating skin colour changes for virtual characters, like blushing and 
pallor, based on a specially developed parameterised emotion model. Several possible skin 
changes developed within ANSWER are based on physiological and psychological 
evaluations, conducted during a preliminary phase. The concatenation of emotion with the 
above mentioned rendering techniques allow for the simulation of more life-like characters, 
presenting convincing emotions for virtual characters (Figure 7). Several functionalities have 
been incorporated and are available through PML 2.1. 

 

Figure 7 Anger  (left): cheeks blush and then red blotches appear. When sadly weeping, cheeks are blushing, 
too  (middle). By  changing  colour and/or positions, where droplets  shall appear, effects  like perspiration or 
nose bleeding can also be simulated (right). 

In order to enhance the processing steps for animation and modelling different exporters and 
importers supporting X3D and HAnim conformant nodes have been realised. Work did 
specifically concentrate on the capability of modelling and maintaining various morph targets 
throughout the processing stages (see Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8 X3D processing stages 

In contrast to key-framed body animations morph targets have the advantage that they can be 
combined at runtime almost arbitrarily and with various weightings for creating different 



facial expressions as shown Figure 9. Nevertheless, a major challenge is still to realise tool 
chains for content creation which are fast, efficient and lossless in view of the data models. 
Significant manual re-work has to be still performed in target systems as export of source 
systems are still based on either proprietary file formats or unstable translation services, 
leading to additional work and cost intensive processes. 

 

Figure 9 Morph targets realised during the first period of this year project activity 

Synchronization Component: 

The Postproduction Synchronization Tool aims at supporting the human operator in Post-
Production by automatic synchronization of footage and Pre-Vis in the time line of the Post-
Production Software (BONES). This synchronization is usually a purely manual and time 
consuming process. The Production Synchronisation Tool (PST) has been implemented as a 
remote service application for BONES and contains several analysis modules (Face 
Detection, Film Slate detection/analysis, Object Tracking, Camera Motion Classification, 
Event Sequence Processing). The PST receives video analysis jobs from BONES (XML 
descriptor files + video data) and returns results to BONES (XML descriptors) after 
performing content based analysis on the video. The results comprise visual events like 
appearances of faces, film slates and camera action. Modules like video shot boundary 
detection and object tracking (based on particle filtering) have been implemented and are 
fully integrated in the PST application. During the last period the PST could be successfully 
integrated with the BONES Postproduction Suite. The basis for the integration was the 
definition of a common data exchange format, based on XML and DPX encoded video image 
frames. Recently, face and slate detection mechanism could be improved (like detectors for 
profile faces, skin color, tracking), to make it more robust. The working integration also for 
the overall workflow process of pre-vis assets and post production footages can be seen in 
Figure 10. The ANSWER system is now to able extract synchronisation markers for both pre-
vis and footage, in order to be synchronized within BONES. A demo of this functionality has 
been shown by partners DFT and ITI at the IBC 2009 (see Figure 10 below). The test- and 
presentation content of this demo (Pre-Vis and Footage, showing a meeting room scene) has 
been modelled and recorded by Fraunhofer IGD. 



 
Figure 10 Results of integration of PST with BONES. Both clips (Pre‐Vis and Footage) are displayed in the small 
screens on top. Extracted events are transferred to the timelines below. Synchronization can be performed by 
selecting events in the timeline 

     
(a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 11 Screenshot of ANSWER PST application v1.2, as submitted in Deliverable D5.1B  

      

Figure 12 ANSWER PST screen output for Pre‐Vis and corresponding footage. Faces are automatically detected 
in both video clips (see red bounding boxes). The scenes have been both modelled/recorded by IGD, basically 
for testing and visualization purposes (See demo set‐up) 



The tracking modules have been optimised during the second period of this year project 
activities. Hence, face / film slate tracking has been improved in order to reduce the rate of 
false positives (Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13).  
 

 
Figure 13 Identification and filtering of non‐facial regions (red) to improve true positive detections (green). The 
numbers represent confidence values 
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 (a)                                                             (b) 

Figure 14  Smoothing of parameter  time  series  (pan,  tilt  zoom).  (a)  shows  the unfiltered  sequences,  (b)  the 
filtered ones 

For the Camera Motion Classification module an improved filtering of extracted parameter 
sequences could be realised (ref. Figure 14 a/b). Different parameters such as pan 
characteristics (blue plot) car movement (green plot) zoom parameter (red plot) show the 
different appearance of motion in the sequence. The camera motion estimation is based on 
extraction of motion vectors in subsequent images, as shown below in Figure 15. By fitting 
the motion vectors to a parameterized camera model, the parameters themselves can be 
extracted. By filtering the time series of estimated parameters pan, tilt and zoom the 
characteristic movement can be much better extracted and separated from the noise (see 
Figure 14). Noise is mostly introduced by false detection/matching of feature 
correspondences in subsequent video frames or parameter estimation failures. The filtering 
could be realised by well-known linear filtering approaches, as they’re established for 
example in digital audio signal processing. 
 



     

Figure 15 Test sequence for camera motion estimation module. The extracted motion vectors are visualised in 
red 

The module Film Slate Analysis performs further analysis on film slates, once being 
detected/tracked in the image. The component can automatically localize the digit region of 
the slate and extract the time code (red digits, shown in Figure 16) to support automatic 
audio-video synchronisation of sequences in BONES. During this year the basic proof of 
concept has been implemented, a corresponding component could be realized and fully 
integrated into the PST application.  

               
(a)                                                                                            (b)  

       
(c)                                                                                               (d) 

Figure 16 Slate Analysis: Time code region contours (visualised green) are extracted in candidate region of the 
detection result (a) and the properly rotated view (b).  Now the time code region can be processed separately 
(c) in order to segment the digits for OCR (d) 

The development of the Event Sequence Processing module has been started during this 
project period. The basic idea is to finally match events that are known from the Director 
Notation (DN), to detected events in the footage. This will later allow to correct for timing 
deviations among events, and to apply corrections to DN, to improve synchronization with 
updated Pre-Vis. 

Film Postproduction module: 

In the film dailies workflow the manual identification, segmentation and synchronization of 
footage are time consuming processes, which have to take place at the end of each production 
day, involving manual intervention of a human operator. With the ANSWER functionality 
this procedure can be improved because the final compositions of the scenes are specified and 
the script is represented in an electronically readable form.  
As a first step in the implementation phase, the functionality of the Bones Dailies System and 
the main interfaces to the synchronization module has been defined. 

 
There are two main interfaces to the Post Production system “Bones”: 



1. The sync-Interface to the synchronization module. There is one export part for the 
downscaled film pictures and one descriptive part for the sync-marker. The format for 
the film pictures is defined as DPX and the sync-markers are described in XML. The 
synchronization tool, in a first step, will concentrate on slate detection, camera 
movement and face detection. This information will be imported into the Bones 
System via XML and marked with symbols in the timeline of the graphical user 
interface of Bones Dailies. 

2. The import of the animated ANSWER sequences is done in the DPX format via file 
transfers. In the graphical user interface these scenes are stored in a separate timeline 
track and the pictures will be displayed in a separate window. This track will be 
synchronized with the film pictures, so that each action (play, stop, forward, 
backward) will affect both tracks simultaneously. 

 
To synchronize the original film pictures, which are ingested into the Bones system, the 
downscaled pictures and the associated metadata must be exported to the feature detection 
software, which is done by IGD. At the moment a separate computer is used for this task. 
After slate detection or face detection the appropriate metadata about the appearance of these 
events in the scene is notified in a XML-file which is send back from the external PC to the 
Bones system. This information about the sync-points then are extracted and stored in the 
database of the bones system, so these points can be inserted in the timeline of the user 
interface as visible markers.    

 
A second timeline was implemented in the Bones Dailies application. This allows to load the 
animated scenes into the system, and play back these pictures in parallel to the film scenes, so 
the user can compare the original film scenes with the simulation.  In addition the scene 
markers from the synchronization module are imported via a XML file, which are used to 
automatically synchronize the two timelines to a given point (Figure 17). 

 

 

Figure 17 Bones Dailies synchronisation window 



 
The Postproduction Synchronization Tool (PST) integration into the postproduction tool 
BONES has been fully implemented. The PST takes XML video descriptor files as input from 
BONES, performs an analysis on the corresponding film scenes and hands over an output 
XML file containing the detected events to BONES. The events can be read by BONES and 
displayed, or used for clip alignment. The integration of PST and BONES in this development 
phase is based on two separate applications, which exchange data over network storage. This 
allows the PST to access the clips of the BONES system and to store the result file of the 
processing. The BONES system is able to start the PST on the corresponding machine. 

 
The principle integration process is shown in Figure 18 below: 

 

Figure 18 integration process of the synchronisation functionality 

The Postproduction Synchronization Tool (PST) outputs a XML file with the detected 
synchronization points as “markers”. This enables synchronizing the daily recorded footage 
with the animated scenes. For showing both sequences, a second timeline was implemented in 
the BONES Dailies application. This feature enables the user to load the animated scenes into 
the BONES system and play back these pictures in parallel to the film scenes. So the user can 
compare the original film scenes with the simulation. In addition the scene markers from the 
synchronization module, which are imported via the XML file, are shown in the picture 
timeline as well (this can be seen in the screenshot below as green marker points). One pair of 
corresponding marker points in the footage and the animated sequence can be chosen as sync 
events. Then the BONES system automatically synchronizes the two timelines, so the pictures 
match in that point of the timeline and stay in synchronisation when the user plays back the 
scenes or move the cursor to another point in the timeline. 
 
Cinematic Content: 

The first year, a cinematic story-telling system was designed and built based on existing in-
house game technology and expertise, specialized field literature, white papers and 
conference proceedings (GDC). The research scope included in-game 3D camera movement, 
character modeling and animation, voice playback, lip-synch production, scripted events, 



virtual camera lens features, particle effects, story board progression, set and staging, and 
transitions. A number of these topics feature a prominent role in the presentation of 
ANSWER cinematic content. 

A story board system was built, allowing the story writer to define the story structure and 
write his story, as well as assign a virtual actor to each line, as shown in the following 
illustration (Figure 19): 

 

Figure 19 the story writer can structure a conversation using nodes branched and jumps. Each node represents 
a dialog  fragment of the whole dialog as delivered by an acting character. Brown nodes are greeting nodes, 
purple nodes are player choices, and yellow nodes are NPC dialog. Red nodes terminate the dialog.. 

A powerful camera system allows animators and story board writers to visualize their ideas. 
Taking advantage of the internal game engine animation system, each character that takes part 
in the dialog can be animated independently, and animations can be overlapped (blended). 
Playback is synchronized to time, or to a voice file. Characters can execute scripted actions 
and effects can be triggered. 

. 



 

Figure 20 for each node  in the story board, each character partaking  in the scene can be animated using the 
blue and red animation blocks. A camera track can be used to direct the scene using camera nodes. The visual 
result is immediately shown at the correct location in the virtual environment. 

Interactive dialogs (when the player interacts with non-player characters) in the virtual world 
and non-interactive content (where the camera takes you on a ride through the game) are 
created with the same toolset. We use the same toolset to convert ANSWER cinematic 
content into content that the game will understand as a non-interactive scene, where 
characters are animated, where camera’s can swing around, while effects are played and 
scripts are executed. 

 

Figure 21 current Interactive dialog system in action. 



The second year, a number of geometrical mesh models of interiors and characters, including 
their animations were delivered to IGD so that they could be used in Instant Reality for 
presentation purposes. 

Parallel to the technical achievements and game production, support for PML (the 
communication medium that is used to communicate with ANSWER’s Rule Engine) was 
implemented in the form of a generic XML-based parser. Larian currently supports 95% of all 
PML types for translation. We created a basic demonstration of the resulting translation step 
for the workshop at Pinewood Studio’s as a proof of concept, and had discussions with 
interested directors about applications for such an application in a game environment. We 
also built a demonstration video of what the tool is capable in showing based on a Div2 
CSML that could be the result of a realistic translation step. 

In July 2009, Larian successfully released its flagship game title named Divinity 2: Ego 
Draconis. The game features a deep story-based believable 3D environment that is entirely 
scripted and produced using the same interactive dialog system we plan to use for ANSWER. 
(Figure 18). The positive feedback we receive from the target audience demonstrates that the 
visualization technology is able to deliver high quality believable cinematic content in large 
quantities.  

We are continuing the translation of most of the enhanced PML to game-specific content. At 
the same time we are continuously enhancing the demonstration kit that is used to play back 
the converted examples. Special care goes out to the amount of manual configuration that is 
necessary to get a demonstration working, as we try to reduce this to a minimum. 

With the game presentation technology in a mature state and the feature coverage of PML 
steadily growing, we envision a Game Engine workflow where a minimum amount of work is 
needed to create ANSWER based content within the next year.  

Integration and DemoSetup 

A first integration activity has been conducted in order to identify pitfalls and bottlenecks for 
the upcoming integration stage. This decision turned out to create valuable feedback for 
further specification activities with respect to the next period. 

     

Figure 22  Left:  floor plan  showing  the actors movements. Middle:  Screenshot of  the  visualisation with  two 
views – on  the  left  the  scene  is  rendered  from an ego‐shot view and on  the  right  the whole  living  room  is 
rendered from a top view. Right: Two integrated Larian characters 

For a first demonstrator a scene of Hitchcock’s Notorious Patio has been selected, Therefore, 
a 3D model of the living room (ref. Figure 22) as given by the floor plan, shown in Figure 22, 
left has been created and two character models incorporated into the scene, as well as some 
suitable cameras/ viewpoints for also allowing different views at the same time. In order to 
establish a communication with the 3D scene, PML example scripts have been written for 



every animation step in order to ease integration with the rule engine. For the integration with 
the post-production tools, basic screen dump functionality was implemented including a 
corresponding PML wrapper to trigger if and when frames shall be grabbed and dumped. 

User Involvement, Promotion and Awareness 
ANSWER was again represented at the prestigious International Broadcasting Convention 
(IBC), Amsterdam. The latest Notation Editor prototype and Bones Dailies synchronisation 
tool were showcased on a dedicated stand in the show’s New Technology Campus, which was 
coordinated by IT Innovation. The project received significant interest and new potential 
avenues for exploitation were identified, including possibilities of scripting robotic cameras 
with DN and using ANSWER-generated metadata for broadcast compliance purposes. A 
short video reportage clip describing ANSWER was recorded on the exhibition stand by 
SMPTE for inclusion in their web presentation of show highlights for SMPTE members. The 
opportunity was also taken to establish contact with representatives of the SALERO and TA2 
European research projects. 

Through these events and individual partner contacts we’ve now established a pool of 
directors and other industry representatives willing to provide ongoing guidance to the project 
as an informal Expert Group. 

IBC-Demo: 

An additional pilot set-up for a proof of concept has been established for the IBC to show 
partially integrated workflows. For this demo, a sequel of different scenes has been taken.  

 

 

Figure 23 A scene from the video 

The sequence of animations was remodelled by the description language PML within a X3D 
environment. The following pictures show the same scene like in Figure 23, but it is the 
modelled scene.  



 

Figure 24 modelled scene 

Activities 
 Membership in X3D consortium and participation in H-Anim Working Group 

 In March, the IT Innovation team met with Simon Phillips, a UK-based directing 
coach, who provided valuable early feedback on visual aspects of the UI 
implementation and the XML schema used to represent the script. Simon kindly 
joined IT Innovation again on 2nd June, when the consortium held its first Public 
Workshop. The event was held at Shepperton Studios, a major UK film studio near 
London, and attracted attendees from mainstream film and television production, 
specialist post-production services and interactive cinema. The lively 3 hour session 
included an introduction to Director Notation, usage scenarios from STEFI 
productions, and hands-on demonstrators of the Notation Editor and the Bones 
application. IGD and Larian were also on hand to discuss their respective 
visualisation engines. Attendees challenged the consortium on a range of issues, from 
the design of specific DN symbols to practicalities of integrating the tool into their 
on-set workflow. They were forthright in telling us where they felt ANSWER would, 
and would not, be of benefit to them – particular interest was expressed in using 
ANSWER at the script-writing stage and to support the creation of advertising 
commercials, where it is important to design in careful detail every element that is 
seen on screen. The workshop was hosted by South East Media Network, a business 
led consortium that represents the strategic interests of film, television and games 
developers in the South East of England. We worked with the network’s Chief 
Executive, Gina Fegan, to conceive and plan the event, and we are extremely grateful 
to her and her team who freely gave their time, support and encouragement. 

 Ajay Chakravarthy from IT Innovation presented “ANSWER: A Semantic Approach 
to Film Direction” at ICIW 2009, The Fourth International Conference on Internet 
and Web Applications and Services, held in Venice, Italy in May. The paper, 
authored by IT Innovation and ICCS and led by Ajay, focused on the relationship 
between the ANSWER core and context ontologies and the system’s user interface. It 
included suggestions of how we intend to further develop the links between ontology 
and UI to allow ongoing knowledge capture and ontology development once the 
system is in the hands of directors. Response to Ajay’s presentation was extremely 



positive; one unexpected expression of interest was from a defence agency interested 
in using the tool to train soldiers. 

 Drama Short Film Festival in Greece 

In order to communicate the ANSWER project, the team of ICCS, participated in the 
International Short Film Festival in Drama (Greece). The Short Film Festival in 
Drama was first held in 1978, on the initiative of the Drama Film Club. The response 
of filmmakers, as well as the public, was enthusiastic from the very beginning. That’s 
the reason why it is chosen this specific Festival for the dissemination of the project.  
In particular, the Festival is in contact with international festivals of its kind; it invites 
personalities from the international film world who can share their knowledge and 
experience with younger people, and organizes tributes to the film production of 
various countries, thus keeping its audience abreast of international artistic 
developments, and providing a forum for the necessary comparisons.  

       

Figure 25 ANSWER presentation to festival visitors 

The aim of this presence in the Festival is obvious: the feedback of the specialists so 
as to improve some aspects of the project or even add news. Preparative to be 
achieved the aforesaid target, the team hold a kiosk pending the Festival. At this 
place, was given the opportunity in the community of directors to be informed about 
the project, to have a tour in the software and to exchange ideas with the ICCS/NTUA 
team. The interest of the directors was absolutely remarkable. Particularly, several of 
them wanted to use it in their next film. The majority of them, wanted to experiment 
with it, in order to form a complete estimate about the project. With a view to take a 
worth notice feedback, statistically countable, the team of ICCS/NTUA had prepared 
two questionnaires – the first one was referred to the current practices that a director 
use and the second one to his position about the project. In addition, a folder with 
informative presentations and booklets of ANSWER project was distributed. It was 
consisted, furthermore, of a business card and a CD which contained a demo of the 
software.  

Apart from the kiosk, in which there was personal contact and communication with 
the team, a presentation about the project was scheduled in the line of the presence in 
the Festival. The participation was significant and the feedback noteworthy.  



        

Figure 26 Picture from the dissemination event and the ICCS Team 
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 We are also pleased to report that a paper entitled ‘OntoFilm: A Core Ontology for 
Film Production’ has been accepted for presentation at SAMT 2009, 4th International 
Conference on Semantic and Digital Media Technologies. The paper focuses on the 
role of the context ontology that is being developed to bridging the ‘semantic gap’ 
between the director’s conception of the film and the metadata that accompanies the 
film through production and post-production. Ajay Chakravarthy of IT Innovation 
will present the paper in Austria in December 2009 
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Future Work 

Previsualisation 
• Work for the upcoming project period will focus on procedural animations by means 

of inverse kinematics for dynamic pointing and look-at gestures. Major challenge 
here will be the multiplicity of different source and character models.  

• The basic “walk-to semantic”, has to be extended in order to allow for more complex 
pathways and behaviour within 3D scenes. 

• Additional efforts will be spend on blend over mechanisms of different walk 
animations in order to improve character movements. 

Ontology Design 
• The completed initial ontology will be released in May 2009 
•  The first public release of the User Interface will be as part of a draft release of all 

the system components in April 2009 
• ANSWER consortium, intend to bring the Expert Group together for a first workshop 

session at IT Innovation early 2009. 
• ANSWER consortium aim to show a working prototype of the ANSWER platform at 

IBC2009. 
• The basic ANSWER architecture as well as the functional and technical 

specifications of the film postproduction module, which has been defined in D3, will 
be used for the ontology development of the ANSWER application and the 
implementation of the content based post production module. 

PST and modules 
• We’re investigating approaches for clustering/ filtering of sequences, in order to 

reduce the amount of events generated (e.g. a “FaceIn” and a “FaceOut”, instead of 
multiple “Face” events). Furthermore, mechanisms for comparison and alignment of 
sequences will be investigated. 

• Further steps will be the integration of the particle filtering based tracking component 
and the extension to multi-target tracking.  

• The successful approach for false positive rejection will be also investigated for slate 
detection. 

• Further steps in camera analysis development will comprise clustering/segmentation 
of regions clearly showing pan, tilt or zoom activity. The extents (or 
centroids/centres) of the regions can then be reported to BONES as events, and 
further be exploited for sequence comparison. 

Game Content 
In the next project year Larian will focus on minimizing the amount of manual configuration 
to run a demonstration, and continue the translation of PML tags in order to maximize 
coverage of Director Notation features by the supported technical feature set in the Game 



Engine. As the notation evolves, new iterations will be needed to correct and extend this 
coverage. 

In the next project year ANSWER consortium will focus on ensuring that the Dialog designer 
interfaces correctly with the other components of the ANSWER project. ANSWER generated 
content will be converted into Dialog Designer content (which the game engine understands), 
and subsequently it will launch the game engine and play back the authored content. 

 

Figure 27 How Answer will integrate on top of the existing tools and pipelines. 

Figure 27 presents how the architecture and pipeline that is used to bring cinematic game 
content (such as non-interactive cut-scenes and dialog episodes) into the game can be re-used 
as a means to convert any authored cinematic content into a format that the game engine 
understands.  

Further Information 
Adobe Flex 
Protégé Server Wiki 
Larian – Divine Divinity 2 
Instant Reality 
X3D 
Gamasutra.com 
AIGameDev.com 


